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Why Not Grow a Little by Getting Small Again? 

As a child, I played Marker People. It was a simple game, and one I
inevitably played alone (the concept was a bit too esoteric for my
friends to embrace). But who needed friends? Or dolls? Or computers?
In my tiny hands, a box of standard-issue Crayola markers came to
life—not as drawing instruments, but as makeshift human figurines.
They danced, fought, laughed, fell in love, got married, and exchanged
marker caps so the world could see that Mrs. Yellow had chosen Guy
Green.

As kids, we all had our Marker People—imaginative worlds that we
could escape to at any time. But somewhere along the line, we, like
sentimental Velveteen Rabbits, became real—real people with real
jobs, real homes, real bills, and real responsibilities. And in the midst
of all that reality, we lost track of the key to our sanity and success:
imagination.

I watch my nephew explode into the front yard not as an average
four-year-old boy, but as Master Deven, stair-leaping, yahooing sensei-
cowboy on a mission with Spider Man. I watch my eight-year-old niece
perform a concert, complete with interpretive dance routine, alongside
her imaginary triple-platinum band. Her younger brother, standing in
the audience, has created a sword out of a hairbrush and is in the midst
of a duel with a pirate king and a large gorilla (apparently Elle’s rock
group has a rather diverse fan base). And I wonder: When did we stop
believing? When did we stop imagining? And why are we surprised at
our thirst for anything creative?

It is, after all, imagination that fuels creativity. When we blur the lines
of reality, we allow our minds to stretch and wander; we invite
inspiration to strike. In pursuing a creative career or tackling a creative
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project (hint: every career and project is creative) we choose to push
ourselves beyond familiarity—to think, even live, outside of the box.

Kids are masters of this way of thinking, but not because they read
books on creative strategy or attend marketing seminars in droves.
They think outside the box because they do not see a box; they see a
four-cornered hat or a baseball diamond or a doodlebug with no legs,
but they do not see a box.

Then one day, someone teaches them to color inside the lines. Someone
takes the cap off Mr. Orange and writes the alphabet on wide-ruled
paper. In many ways, the world opens up when we learn these tools,
but there is a permanence to such things. Like words on a page, a
certain way of communicating and learning is written into malleable
minds and cannot ever be erased.

But it can be rewritten in a thousand new and unexpected ways. These
days, it seems everyone is talking about sensory marketing. (Read
Martin Lindstrom's article, "Sensory Brand Management: It Makes
(Five) Senses," for some examples of this.) To succeed, we have to
evoke the senses—a creative challenge that plagues many grown-ups.
So why not grow a little by getting small again?

The most visceral memories I have of my childhood are of moments
when I was pretending. I can tell you what it smelled like in the attic as
I waited, locked in a tower, for Prince Charming to ride up and save me
from my doom. I can still feel the waves jostling me as I swim across
the living room—a.k.a. the world’s most turbid and enormous
ocean—to save my stuffed pig from an uncertain death on his distant
armchair island. Bringing back imagination means bringing feeling and
excitement back into reality, where it belongs

To this day, I see a pile of markers and wonder why they are sleeping. I
watch my niece color and am embarrassed at how exposed Mr. Purple
must feel without his cap on. The task of drawing should be left to the
crayons; markers have feelings and stories and dreams. I know what
their voices sound like and how they arrange their furniture.

After years without exercise, the muscle of imagination may have
atrophied a bit. But if we flex it and push it, in no time at all, we’ll look
around and realize we’re living outside the box. (Or is that a
four-cornered hat?)

P.S.

Need a jump start? Who better to help you with your creative
marketing strategy than the Marker People themselves? Check out
Crayola’s solutions.

Posted by Libby Munn  on 15 December 2005
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